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clause, and their bid, if the machinery Is of first-class construction, will be considered. It is understood, however, that the speed here given can not be varied from to any great extent.
B. J. A.
181. Specifications for Electric Mo- ^ <*«»«i»i, tors. The motors that will be purchased under these specifications will be delivered by the Contractor at the factory of the car builder, which will be located in the vicinity of Philadelphia, New York, Cleveland or St. Louis. The cars may be manufactured at some other point than the ones mentioned, but the Contractor will deliver the motors as above specified, provided the cars are built within one hundred miles of one of the above points.
Propositions will be considered on the follow-  Sia**-ing:
Proposition No. /. On 40-500 volt constant potential single reduction electric motors having a rated capacity of 25 horse power each, and capable of exerting a horizontal drawbar pull of 1,170 pounds, when running at a speed of eight miles per hour, or a drawbar pull of 625 pounds when running at a speed of fifteen miles per hour.
The average speed of the motors will be between eight and ten miles per hour and the maximum speed about fifteen miles per hour,
Proposition No. 2. On 40-500 volt constant potential single reduction electric motors having a rated capacity of 30 horse power each, and capable of exerting a horizontal drawbar pull of 1,400 pounds when running at a speed of eight miles per hour, or 750 pounds when running at a speed of fifteen miles per hour.
The Contractor shall state what current will be  Cut'tem-required by the motors at a potential of 500 volts when developing the power indicated  above, on  a straight, level and clean track.
Each motor   furnished   shall   be  of  the latest TH>C n* Motor form and design of water-proof motor built by the manufacturer.
All gearing used in connection with the motors  (;ea*i«g and car axle shall be cut gears.    The pinion on the armature to be made of steel and the gear attached to the car axle shall be made of such material as the Contractor sees fit to recommend.

